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AweEraser Crack For Windows is a lightweight application that addresses anyone who is looking for an easy-to-use solution to
delete sensitive or valuable data without being worried that it can be later on recovered via specialized software solutions.
Allows you to erase memory cards, flash drives and other media storage The utility comes with a modern and intuitive interface
designed as a dashboard for simpler and faster navigation. Therefore, while in the left you can access the functions, the right tab
is where you can preview, select and delete the data. The tool enables you to permanently delete data using the accepted data
erasure standards, including HMG Infosec, U.S. Army AR380-1, DOD 5220.22-M, German FOFI and Peter Gutmann's
algorithm. The highlight of the application stems from the fact that it enables you to erase drives. Although the function is
generically dubbed Erase Hard Drive, you will be happy to learn that the application works with numerous types of media
storage, including USB Flash Drives, Memory CardData for smartphones, digital device storage media as well as a wide range
of HDDs and SDDs. As a side note, the app also allows you to delete browser data, such as cache, cookies or the history.
Permits quick, but permanent deletion of files and unused disk space The program comes with a forthright file erase function
that enables you to delete critical files from your hard drive or other media storage. All you need to do to wipe financial
documents or other papers containing sensitive information is add them and then hit the delete button. As any security expert
can attest, formatted data can be recovered as it is still stored on the free disk space. You can avoid a lot of nuisance and protect
your privacy by using the erase free disk space function and making sure that nothing can be recovered. Philips uses cookies on
this website. They are used to retain users' preferences and help improve the site. To find out more about the cookies we use,
see our Cookies Policy. By using this site you accept the use of cookies. Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are as essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have 09e8f5149f
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AweEraser is a lightweight application that addresses anyone who is looking for an easy-to-use solution to delete sensitive or
valuable data without being worried that it can be later on recovered via specialized software solutions. Allows you to erase
memory cards, flash drives and other media storage The utility comes with a modern and intuitive interface designed as a
dashboard for simpler and faster navigation. Therefore, while in the left you can access the functions, the right tab is where you
can preview, select and delete the data. The tool enables you to permanently delete data using the accepted data erasure
standards, including HMG Infosec, U.S. Army AR380-1, DOD 5220.22-M, German FOFI and Peter Gutmann's algorithm. The
highlight of the application stems from the fact that it enables you to erase drives. Although the function is generically dubbed
Erase Hard Drive, you will be happy to learn that the application works with numerous types of media storage, including USB
Flash Drives, Memory CardData for smartphones, digital device storage media as well as a wide range of HDDs and SDDs. As a
side note, the app also allows you to delete browser data, such as cache, cookies or the history. Permits quick, but permanent
deletion of files and unused disk space The program comes with a forthright file erase function that enables you to delete
critical files from your hard drive or other media storage. All you need to do to wipe financial documents or other papers
containing sensitive information is add them and then hit the delete button. As any security expert can attest, formatted data can
be recovered as it is still stored on the free disk space. You can avoid a lot of nuisance and protect your privacy by using the
erase free disk space function and making sure that nothing can be recovered. A straightforward tool for erasing data securely
All in all, AweEraser is an easy to use application that provides you with a user-friendly solution for permanently deleting data
that you do not want to end up in the wrong hands. AweEraser is a lightweight application that addresses anyone who is looking
for an easy-to-use solution to delete sensitive or valuable data without being worried that it can be later on recovered via
specialized software solutions. Allows you to erase memory cards, flash drives and other media storage The utility comes with a
modern and intuitive interface designed as a dashboard for simpler and faster navigation. Therefore, while in the left you can
access the

What's New in the AweEraser?

* Important: the application does not support the FAT, exFAT or NTFS file systems; this means that, if the file system is one of
these, the data cannot be really deleted. * Do not forget to set a strong password, otherwise you will not be able to regain access
to all of your files. * Ensure that you have been doing backups, as you may lose all of your important data. * In case you have
problems with the application, please send us an e-mail to customer@awe-eraser.com. We will do our best to answer all your
questions and help you fix issues. AweEraser Features: * Erase unlimited hard drives and media storage * Erase files, folders
and garbage data * Erase browser data, such as history, cookies and cache * Erase files under Windows; via Linux you can erase
directories and files * Erase free space * Erase subfolders; all the files in them will be erased * Convert FAT, exFAT and NTFS
file systems to HFS+ * Erase large files; the largest file size is 5G * Backup files on the go * Erase all partitions on your hard
disk * Erase USB drives, memory cards and other storage media * Delete files, folders and their content * Erase data on
memory cards and other media with a secure erase * Support for various file systems: FAT, exFAT, NTFS, VFAT, NTSF *
Erase multiple files at once; the erase software supports batch editing * Support for VHDs, VHDX, VHDX, UDBs and CBAs *
Support for file size larger than 4G; the largest file size is 5G * Transparently erase data without messing with the operating
system * Easily erase files from Windows Explorer * Writes only empty sectors * Supports overdrive cleaning * Erase multiple
file extensions at once * Image file types: BMP, GIF, JPG, JPEG, PNG, TIFF, WAV * Conversion from FAT, exFAT and
NTFS file systems to HFS+ file system * “Erase Files” mode * “Erase Directory” mode * “Erase File/Folder” mode * Passwords
are stored in a secure and encrypted manner * Supports file
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System Requirements For AweEraser:

Minimum: - OS: Windows Vista/XP/2000/2003/7/8/10 (32/64-bit) - Processor: 1.8 GHz single-core processor (64-bit
recommended) - Memory: 2 GB RAM - Video: 1024 × 768 display - DirectX: Version 9.0 - Hard Disk: 200 MB free space
Recommended: - OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32/64-bit) - Processor: 2.4 GHz
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